Network Forensics and Lawful Interception Total Solutions Provider

Computer and Network Forensics Evidence Investigation Tools

**Internet content** Network Forensics and Lawful Interception are important tasks for many organizations including small medium business, enterprises, banking and finance industry, Government bodies, forensics and intelligence agencies for different purposes such as archiving, intercepting and auditing Internet traffic for future references and forensics need. This archived and reconstructed Internet data can be used for legal evidence in case of any dispute. Government and intelligence agencies uses such technology for protecting and defending national security.

Products such as **E-Detective System** (Wired LAN Interception System), **Wireless-Detective System** (802.11 a/b/g/n Wireless LAN Interception System), HTTPS/SSL Network Packet Forensic Device, **VOIP-Detective System** (for VOIP SIP packet) and Network Packet Forensics and Reconstruction software are products that provide network monitoring, network forensics, auditing and Lawful Interception solutions.

E-Detective System is a high-performance, low cost platform, based on x86 hardware and Linux and Window Operating systems. Technical support is delivered on a 24x7 basis.

Our Core Technology
Real-Time Deep Packet Inspection and Reconstruction for Ethernet, Wireless 802.11 a/b/g/n (WiFi), HTTPS/SSL and VoIP . Read More

News
News for Computer Forensics and Network Forensics

Private Digital Data Protection Service by Information and Service Industry Association for Launch of Taiwan New Personal Data Protection Law in 2012 .
Delegation Group from Zimbabwe Revenue Authority (ZIMRA) Visited Decision Group Taiwan .
Cyber Crime Investigation Training for Police Officers from Republic of Korea .
Taiwan keen to forge strong trade links with Brunei .
New Solution - Online Survey to Ease Social Tension by Decision Group Solution .
EDLive - Live ED Online Demo System with the Real User Experience .
More Secure Internet Environment for all Netizens in the World .
Regional Fraud Rings Arrested by Joint Action of Taiwan, China and ASEAN Police .

Events/Activities
Network and Computer Forensics Events or Activities

Our Exhibitions
Technology Workshop
Product Update Release

Mobile Online Application Interception iphone, Android
Social Network Interception Facebook, Twitter, Plurk
One Stop to Find Everything You Need
- Computer Network Forensics
- Lawful Interception
- Information Security

SPOTLIGHT
E-Detective Computer Network Forensics Lawful Interception System .
Wireless-Detective Wireless Forensics Lawful Interception System .

More

Professional Netwrok Packet Reconstruction Technology Provider for Computer Network Forensics and Lawful Interception need

Decision Group Established since 1986, is one of the leaders in manufacturing of PC-Based Multi-Port RS232/422/425 Serial Cards, Data Acquisition & Measurement Products and Industrial Automation and Control Systems. Since 2000, Decision Group has involved in Network Forensics, Computer Forensics and Network Reconstruction Software Hardware Development for various Lawful Enforcement Agencies and IT Security...

Read More

Full Range Network Forensics Technology
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